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Abstract. Numerous recommendation approaches are in use today. However,
comparing their effectiveness is a challenging task because evaluation results are
rarely reproducible. In this article, we examine the challenge of reproducibility in
recommender-system research. We conduct experiments using Plista’s news
recommender system, and Docear’s research-paper recommender system. The
experiments show that there are large discrepancies in the effectiveness of identical
recommendation approaches in only slightly different scenarios, as well as large
discrepancies for slightly different approaches in identical scenarios. For example,
in one news-recommendation scenario, the performance of a content-based filtering
approach was twice as high as the second-best approach, while in another scenario
the same content-based filtering approach was the worst performing approach. We
found several determinants that may contribute to the large discrepancies observed
in recommendation effectiveness. Determinants we examined include user
characteristics (gender and age), datasets, weighting schemes, the time at which
recommendations were shown, and user-model size. Some of the determinants have
interdependencies. For instance, the optimal size of an algorithms’ user model
depended on users’ age. Since minor variations in approaches and scenarios can
lead to significant changes in a recommendation approach’s performance, ensuring
reproducibility of experimental results is difficult. We discuss these findings and
conclude that to ensure reproducibility, the recommender-system community needs
to (1) survey other research fields and learn from them, (2) find a common
understanding of reproducibility, (3) identify and understand the determinants that
affect reproducibility, (4) conduct more comprehensive experiments (5) modernize
publication practices, (6) foster the development and use of recommendation
frameworks, and (7) establish best-practice guidelines for recommender-systems
research.
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Introduction

Reproducibility of experimental results has been called the “fundamental assumption” in
science [Casadevall and Fang 2010], and the “cornerstone” for drawing generalizable
conclusions [Rehman 2013]. If an experiment cannot be reproduced then it is a single
occurrence and is of “no significance to science” [Popper 1959].
In the recommender-systems community, we found that reproducibility is rarely given,
particularly in the research-paper recommender-system community [Beel, Gipp, et al.
2015; Beel, Langer, Genzmehr, Gipp, et al. 2013a]. In a review of 89 evaluations of
research-paper recommender-systems, we found several cases in which very slight
variations in the experimental set-up led to surprisingly different outcomes.
In one case, the developers of the recommender system bX reported that the
effectiveness of their recommender system varied by a factor of three at different
institutions although the same recommendation approach was used [Thomas et al. 2011].
In another case, Lu et al. [2011] reported that the translation model had an accuracy twice
as high as that of the language model, but in another evaluation, accuracy was only 18%
higher [He et al. 2012]. Huang et al. [2012] report that the Context-aware Relevance
Model (CRM) and cite-LDA performed similarly, but in another evaluation by the same
authors, CRM underperformed cite-LDA.
Lu et al. [2011] found that sometimes terms from an article’s abstract performed better
than terms from the article’s body, but in other cases they observed the opposite.
Zarrinkalam and Kahani [2013] found that terms from the title and abstract were most
effective for content-based filtering approaches in some cases, while in other cases terms
from the title, abstract, and citation context were most effective. Bethard and Jurafsky
[2010] reported that using citation counts in the recommendation process strongly
increased the effectiveness of their recommendation approach, while He et al. [2010]
reported that citation counts slightly increased the effectiveness of their approach.
Several evaluations performed by the TechLens team and Dong et al. [2009] provide
another example where currently unknown determinants skew the evaluation outcomes
in unforeseen ways (Table 1). The researchers proposed and evaluated several contentbased filtering (CBF) and collaborative filtering (CF) approaches for research-paper
recommendations. In one experiment, CF and CBF performed similarly well [McNee et
al. 2002]. In other experiments, CBF outperformed CF [Dong et al. 2009; McNee et al.
2002; Torres et al. 2004], and in some more experiments CF outperformed CBF [Ekstrand
et al. 2010; McNee et al. 2006; Torres et al. 2004].
Table 1: Results of different CBF and CF evaluations [Beel 2015; Beel, Gipp, et al. 2015]

CBF
CF

McNee et al. 2002
Offline User Study
Similarly
Win
Similarly
Lose

Torres et al. 2004
Offline User Study
Lose
Win
Win
Lose

McNee et al. 2006
Offline User Study
-Lose
-Win

Dong et al. 2009
Ekstrand et al. 2010
Offline User Study User Study Offline
Win
-Lose
Lose
Lose
-Win
Win

Recommendation effectiveness in our own recommender system Docear also varies
significantly. In one experiment, removing stop words increased recommendation
effectiveness by 50% (CTR = 4.16% vs. CTR = 6.54%) [Beel, Langer, Genzmehr and
Nürnberger 2013a]. In another experiment, effectiveness was almost the same (CTR =
5.94% vs. CTR = 6.31%) [Beel and Langer 2015]. Similarly, in one experiment, the
‘stereotype’ recommendation approach was around 60% more effective than in another
experiment (CTR = 3.08% vs. CTR = 4.99%) [Beel, Langer, et al. 2015; Beel, Langer,
Genzmehr, et al. 2014].

Why these contradictions occurred, even among very similar literature
recommendation scenarios, remains widely unknown. The authors of the studies only
mention a few potential reasons for the variations, such as different datasets or variations
in the recommendation approaches. Yet, these reasons can only explain some of the
discrepancies in the results. The majority of determinants are not being discussed by the
academic community, as we will later explore in detail.
The current difficulties in reproducing research results lead to a problematic situation
for recommender-system developers and researchers. Developers who need an effective
recommendation approach, and researchers who need a baseline against which to
compare a novel approach, find little guidance in existing publications.
For instance, the current publications would not help us decide if, for instance, CF or
CBF is more suitable in implementing an effective research-paper recommender system
for a given scenario. Neither could it tell us if the Context-aware Relevance Model or
cite-LDA is more promising; or how strongly the utilization of citation counts will
increase effectiveness of research-paper recommender systems.
The recommender-system community, and in particular the research-paper
recommender-system community, widely seems to accept that research results are
difficult to reproduce, and that publications provide little guidance for recommendersystem developers and researchers. When we submitted a paper to the ACM RecSys
conference pointing out the inconsistent results of the above-mentioned evaluations,
which are not contributing to identifying effective recommendation approaches, one
reviewer commented:
“I think that it is widely agreed in the community that this [difficulty to
reproduce results] is just the way things are – if you want a recsys for a
specific application, there is no better way than just test and optimize a
number of alternatives.”
The standpoint of the reviewer appears to be shared among many researchers. Looking at
publications about recommender-systems evaluation, many authors do not cover the issue
of reproducibility. For instance, Al-Maskari et al. [2007] analyzed how well classic IR
evaluation metrics correlated with user satisfaction in recommender systems.
Gunawardana and Shani [2009] published a survey about accuracy metrics to measure
the effectiveness of recommender systems. Herlocker et al. [2004] wrote an article on
how to evaluate collaborative-filtering approaches. Various authors showed that offline
and online evaluations often provide contradictory results [Cremonesi et al. 2012; McNee
et al. 2002], and several more papers about various aspects of recommender-system
evaluation have been published [Amatriain et al. 2009; Beel and Langer 2015; Bollen and
Rocha 2000; Bogers and Bosch 2007; Cremonesi et al. 2011; Domingues Garcia et al.
2012; Ge et al. 2010; Hayes et al. 2002; Hofmann et al. 2014; Jannach et al. 2012;
Knijnenburg et al. 2012; Knijnenburg et al. 2011; Konstan and Riedl 2012; Manouselis
and Verbert 2013; Pu et al. 2011; Pu et al. 2012; Said 2013; Shani and Gunawardana
2011]. However, while many of the findings in these papers are important with respect to
reproducibility, the authors did not mention or discuss their findings in the context of
reproducibility. Similarly, most, if not all, recommender-systems text books or literature
surveys address the topic of evaluations, but lack a section about reproducibility
[Bobadilla et al. 2013; Felfernig et al. 2013; Jannach 2014; Konstan and Ekstrand 2015;
Ricci et al. 2015; Ricci et al. 2011; Sharma and Gera 2013].
Although many researchers do not address the topic of reproducibility, or accept that
the difficulty to reproduce experimental results is “just the way things are”, some believe

that the community should place more emphasis on reproducibility. For instance,
Ekstrand, Ludwig, Konstan, et al. [2011] criticize that “it is currently diﬃcult to
reproduce and extend recommender systems research results,” and that evaluations are
“not handled consistently”. Konstan and Adomavicius [2013] add that many research
papers “contribute little to collective knowledge”, primarily due to the difficulty of
reproducing the results. They conclude:
“[T]he Recommender Systems research community is facing a crisis where a
significant number of papers present results that contribute little to collective
knowledge […] often because the research lacks the […] evaluation to be properly
judged and, hence, to provide meaningful contributions.”
We agree with Ekstrand, Konstan, et al. and believe that ensuring reproducibility in
recommender-system research is crucial, and should receive more attention in the
community. Therefore, we explore the reasons for the volatility of results in
recommender-system research.
We review the literature on reproducibility and recommender-systems evaluation,
conduct experiments with the news recommender system Plista and the research-paper
recommender system Docear, discuss current challenges, and suggest several actions to
increase reproducibility in recommender-systems research. We do not claim to provide
definitive guidelines for ensuring reproducibility, but we hope to provide initial ideas and
empirical evidence to stimulate a discussion that will contribute to making research in the
recommender-systems field more reproducible.
Our focus lies on exploring how differences in recommendation (1) scenarios and (2)
approaches affect recommendation effectiveness. Another important question is “How
do differences in recommendation evaluations affect recommendation effectiveness?”
Although there is no agreement on the answer, there has at least been a lively discussion
about it [Beel and Langer 2015; Ge et al. 2010; Knijnenburg et al. 2012; Knijnenburg et
al. 2011; Konstan and Riedl 2012; Pu et al. 2011; Pu et al. 2012; Said 2013]. Therefore,
we concentrate on examining differences in scenarios and approaches, which have not
received much attention in the recommender-system community.

2

Definitions

To understand the discussion in this article, a few definitions are required 1. Figure 1
summarizes the relationships among the definitions described in this section.
We use "idea" to refer to a hypothesis about how recommendations could be generated.
To differentiate how specific the idea is, we distinguish between recommendation classes,
approaches, algorithms, and implementations.
We define a "recommendation class" as the least specific idea, namely a broad concept
that vaguely describes how recommendations might be given. Recommendation classes
are, for instance, collaborative filtering (CF) and content-based filtering (CBF). These
classes fundamentally differ in their underlying ideas. For instance, the underlying idea
of CBF is that users are interested in items that are similar to items the users previously
liked, where similarity is measured in terms of content similarity. In contrast, the idea of
CF is that users like items that the users’ peers also liked. These ideas are rather vague
and leave room for speculation about how the idea should be realized.
Scenario
Environment
Users

Domain

...

Operator

Class

Approach

Algorithm

Implementation
...
More Specific

Metrics

Idea

Evaluation

User Interface

Method

Recommender System

Recommendation
Corpus

Figure 1: Illustration of recommendation idea, recommender system, environment,
scenario, and evaluation [Beel 2015]

A "recommendation approach" is a model of how to bring a recommendation class into
practice. For instance, the concept of CF can be realized with user-based CF [Resnick et
al. 1994], content-boosted CF [Melville et al. 2002], and various other approaches [Shi et
al. 2014]. These approaches are quite different but are each consistent with the central
idea of CF. Nevertheless, approaches are rather vague, leaving some room for speculation
on how recommendations are precisely generated.
A "recommendation algorithm" outlines the idea behind a recommendation approach
in more detail. For instance, an algorithm of a CBF approach specifies whether terms are
extracted from the title or from the body of a document, and how these terms are
processed (e.g. stop word removal or stemming) and weighted (e.g. TF-IDF). Algorithms
are not necessarily complete. For instance, pseudo code might contain only the most
important components of an approach and ignore details, such as weighting schemes. This
means that for a particular recommendation approach there might be several (slightly)
different algorithms.
1

Some of the definitions have been previously introduced by Beel [2015].

An "implementation" is the (compiled) source code of an algorithm, which can be
applied in a recommender system. An implementation leaves no room for speculation on
how recommendations are generated. It is hence the most specific idea describing how
recommendations are generated.
A "recommender system" is a fully functional software system that applies at least one
implementation for generating recommendations. Recommender systems feature several
other components, such as a user interface and a corpus of recommendation candidates.
Some recommender systems also apply two or more recommendation approaches. For
instance, CiteULike lets their users choose which approach to use [Bogers and Bosch
2008; CiteULike 2011], and Docear randomly selects one of three approaches each time
users request recommendations [Beel, Langer, Gipp, et al. 2014].
The "recommendation scenario" describes the entire setting of a recommender system,
including the recommender system and the recommendation environment, i.e. the
domain, user characteristics, and the provider that maintains the recommender system.
Usually, we say that the implementation of a recommendation approach is part of the
scenario, since the implementation is part of the recommender system and the
recommender system is part of the scenario. However, in this article, we distinguish
between the implementation and the scenario, since we focus on the question of how the
characteristics of a scenario affect the effectiveness of an implementation.
By "effectiveness" we mean the degree to which a recommender system achieves its
objective. The recommendation objective is typically to provide “good” [Gunawardana
and Shani 2009] and “useful” [Herlocker et al. 2004] recommendations that make users
“happy” [Ge et al. 2010] by satisfying their needs [McNee et al. 2006]. The needs of users
vary and, consequently, different items might make users happy. For instance, while all
users expect recommendations that are specific to their fields of research, some users are
interested in novel research-paper recommendations, while others are interested in
authoritative research-paper recommendations [Torres et al. 2004]. Objectives beyond
user satisfaction are also present, particularly for the provider of a recommender system
[Gunawardana and Shani 2009]. For instance, the provider's goal might be to achieve high
revenues or to keep users on the provider's website for as long as possible.
"Evaluation" describes any kind of assessment that measures the effectiveness of
recommendation algorithms. We use the terms “performance” and “effectiveness”
interchangeably. There are different classifications of recommender-system evaluation
methods. Some researchers distinguish between offline and online evaluations [Zheng et
al. 2010], between data-centric and user-centric evaluations [Said 2013], between live
user experiments and offline analyses [Herlocker et al. 2004], and between offline
evaluations, online evaluations, and user studies [Ricci et al. 2011].
We adopt the classification by Ricci et al., i.e. we distinguish between offline
evaluations, online evaluations, and user studies. User studies and online evaluations
assess the effectiveness of the entire recommendation scenario. This means, for instance,
that user-interfaces may affect users’ satisfaction with recommendations. Offline
evaluations focus on the effectiveness of the recommendation approaches but are also
affected by factors including datasets and the recommendation corpus. Researchers
commonly assume that if their specific implementation of a recommendation approach
was successfully evaluated, the corresponding recommendation approach is effective in
general. Therefore, we speak of evaluating recommendation approaches, although it is
the individual implementation that is being evaluated.
"Reproducibility" describes the case in which similar ideas lead to similar
experimental results given similar evaluations and scenarios, where "similar results" are
results that allow the same conclusions to be drawn [Casadevall and Fang 2010].

Conversely, if changes in the ideas, scenarios, or evaluations cause different outcomes,
i.e. the same conclusions cannot be drawn, we speak of results not being reproducible.
When significant changes are made to the ideas, scenarios, or evaluations then we expect
results to differ. However, if only minor changes are made, yet the results are surprisingly
dissimilar, we know there must be unknown factors that alone or in combination influence
the observed dissimilarity. We can refer to these factors as unknown contextual
determinants.
"Replicability" describes an exact copy of an experiment that uses the same tools,
follows the same steps, and produces the same results [Drummond 2009]. Therefore,
replicability is typically used to describe if an experiment can be repeated under identical
circumstances, i.e. if identical algorithms achieve identical results in identical scenarios.
In contrast, reproducibility is important for generalizing from an evaluation’s result and
drawing valid conclusions, for example, that algorithm A is – under a set of conditions –
faster than algorithm B, even if the algorithms and scenarios differ to some extent.
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3.1

Related Work
Impact of Differences in the Ideas

Ekstrand, Ludwig, Konstan, et al. [2011] believe that variations in algorithms and
implementations are a major reason for results being difficult to reproduce. Hence, they
criticize researchers’ superficial descriptions of algorithms that force other researchers to
make guesses about the details of an algorithm. The information sparsity leads to
variations in the implementation, which might lead to results different to those from the
original experiment. To address this problem, Ekstrand et al. suggest that researchers
should publish reusable code for existing recommendation frameworks. As a result,
researchers would not have to guess the specifics of an algorithm implementation but
could use the same implementation. To bring their suggestion to fruition, Ekstrand et al.
[2011] introduced the recommendation toolkit LensKit that helps run and evaluate
recommendation algorithms.
Different implementations might explain some of the discrepancies observed in the
evaluations presented in Section 1. In some evaluations, the implementations, and even
approaches, differed slightly. For instance, the CF approaches of the TechLens team were
not always the same. When different authors evaluated the same approaches, we suspect
that they used different implementations.
3.2

Impact of Differences in the Scenarios

Different users tend to have different preferences and needs, and these needs are each
uniquely satisfied by a particular product [Burns and Bush 2013]. Hence, results from
user studies should not be generalized to scenarios where user populations differ strongly
from the original population – this is common knowledge in many research disciplines
[Burns and Bush 2013]. We would assume that the same holds true for recommendersystem research.
To some extent, this issue has been addressed by the TechLens team, although not in
the context of reproducibility [Torres et al. 2004]. The TechLens team found that varying
approaches performed differently depending on the task pursued by the user. For instance,
when users were beginning their research, approaches that recommended more
authoritative papers and survey articles performed better. When users were already
familiar with a research field, approaches that favored novel articles performed better.
We would assume that the task a user is pursuing correlates with the user’s
background, e.g. their experience level. If this assumption is true, differences in user
populations might explain the differences in some of the results of the examples in Section
1. For instance, in one study by TechLens that compared CF and CBF, more than 80% of
the participants were professors [McNee et al. 2006]. In another study, around one-fifth
were professors [Torres et al. 2004]. In a third study, there were no professors [Ekstrand
et al. 2010]. Given this user information, and assuming that professors have different
experience levels than students, variations in the effectiveness of CBF and CF based on
the user studies seem plausible.
Another aspect of recommendation scenarios are the datasets. It is well known that
recommendation approaches perform differently on different datasets [Breese et al. 1998;
Gunawardana and Shani 2009]. Such differences could explain the contradictions of the
CRM and cite-LDA evaluations [Huang et al. 2012]. The evaluation in which cite-LDA

and CRM performed alike used data from CiteSeer. The evaluation in which cite-LDA
performed better than CRM used data from CiteULike.
How intensely users interact with the recommender system might also be responsible
for different outcomes. For instance, collaborative filtering needs a certain number of user
ratings before it becomes effective (cold start problem) [Schein et al. 2002]. When CF is
evaluated using a well-established recommender system, results can differ from an
evaluation in a new system with few users.
3.3

Impact of Differences in the Evaluations

Konstan and Adomavicius [2013] voice the concern that a significant number of research
papers “contribute little to collective knowledge”, primarily because the evaluations
quality cannot be properly judged. When it comes to the quality of evaluations, Konstan
and Adomavicius identify several problems, such as the evaluations and research results
not always being thoroughly documented, the use of private datasets, technical mistakes
when choosing metrics, and not comparing approaches against appropriate baselines.
Konstan and Adomavicius conclude that such problems can cause recommender-system
research to lack the required technical rigor. They suggest that the recommender-system
community needs best-practice guidelines on how to perform recommender-system
evaluations. Such guidelines would provide novice researchers with instructions on how
to design evaluations correctly, i.e. make results reproducible and empower reviewers to
judge the soundness of evaluations more objectively.
Currently, the recommender-system community is divided on the question if current
evaluations are stringent enough, and whether best-practice guidelines are needed.
Konstan and Adomavicius [2013] sent a survey to the program committee of the ACM
Recommender Systems Conference 2013. They asked 43 committee members how often
problems, such as private datasets and mistakes in metrics occurred in recommendersystem articles based on the committee members’ experience. 19 participants (44%)
responded that such problems occurred too frequently. 24 participants (56%) believed
such problems occur occasionally or very rarely. 12 out of 45 participants (27%) thought
that best-practice guidelines might be helpful for novice researchers, although they
assumed that “most researchers already know these things”. 71% of participants believed
that such guidelines could be useful for many researchers.
We can only speculate about why the study participants had different perceptions on
the current state of recommender-systems evaluation. Perhaps evaluation practices differ
among the recommender-system domains (movies, news, music, etc.). Reviewers from a
domain with more stringent evaluation standards might have responded differently to the
survey than reviewers from domains with less standards. Another explanation could be
differences in the perceptions of the importance of rigorous evaluations and
reproducibility. As mentioned in Section 1, some researchers accept the difficulty to
reproduce evaluations as “just the way things are”. These researchers probably judge the
current state of evaluation practices as sufficient.
In the domain of research-paper recommender systems, we identified a clear need for
best-practice guidelines. We reviewed 89 research-paper recommender system
approaches and found some shared shortcomings in the evaluations [Beel, Gipp, et al.
2015; Beel, Langer, Genzmehr, Gipp, et al. 2013a]. 21% of the approaches introduced in
the research papers were not evaluated. Of the evaluated approaches, 69% were evaluated
using offline evaluations, a method with serious shortcomings [Beel, Langer, Genzmehr,
Gipp, et al. 2013b; Cremonesi et al. 2011; Cremonesi et al. 2012; W. Hersh et al. 2000;
W. R. Hersh et al. 2000; Jannach et al. 2013; Knijnenburg et al. 2012; McNee et al. 2002;

Said 2013; Turpin and Hersh 2001]. Furthermore, many approaches were evaluated
against trivial (if any) baselines. Datasets were heavily pruned, sometimes in questionable
ways, and user studies often had insufficient participants for statistically significant
results.
In addition to these technical problems, two more challenges in evaluations can affect
reproducibility.
First, different evaluation methods assess different objectives. Offline evaluations
measure accuracy, while user studies and online evaluations measure (implicit) user
satisfaction [Beel, Langer, Genzmehr, Gipp, et al. 2013b; Beel and Langer 2015]. Hence,
comparing the results of different evaluation methods is like comparing apples and
oranges.
Second, the chosen evaluation methods and metrics might be unsuitable. Some
researchers criticize offline evaluations as being unsuitable for evaluating recommender
systems because they ignore human factors and are often based on biased ground-truths
[Beel, Langer, Genzmehr, Gipp, et al. 2013b; Cremonesi et al. 2011; Cremonesi et al.
2012; W. Hersh et al. 2000; W. R. Hersh et al. 2000; Jannach et al. 2013; Knijnenburg et
al. 2012; McNee et al. 2002; Said 2013; Turpin and Hersh 2001]. If the critics are right,
contradictions between offline experiments and user studies are to be expected because
offline evaluations would provide meaningless results. Similarly, if offline evaluations
were generally unreliable, contradictions between different offline evaluations are to be
expected.
Problems in the evaluation design, using different evaluation methods, or unsuitable
metrics might explain some of the discrepancies observed in Section 1. For instance, in
the TechLens evaluations, one user study had only 19 participants [Ekstrand et al. 2010].
Other studies had more than 100 participants [McNee et al. 2006; Torres et al. 2004], but
evaluated different approaches, which meant that each approach was evaluated using
20 - 30 participants, possibly leading to statistically insignificant results. In other
evaluations, researchers pruned their datasets so strongly that less than 1% of the
originally included documents remained [Pennock et al. 2000]. In addition, terms from
the title and abstract were most effective when evaluated with co-citation probability.
Terms from the abstract, title, and citation context were most effective when evaluated
with recall. Since co-citation measures something different than recall, differences in the
results and conclusions seem plausible.
3.4

Impact of Variable Interactions

Another reason for results being difficult to reproduce can be the unpredictable
interactions among variables. At first glance, we would assume that if one variable proves
effective with one recommendation approach, it should also be effective in other
recommendation approaches. For instance, if using terms from the abstract is effective
for one recommendation approach, we assume that it should be effective for other
sufficiently similar approaches. However, the studies examined indicate that this
assumption is false. For instance, the translation model performed best with terms from
the abstract [Lu et al. 2011] while the language model performed best with terms from
the text body [Lu et al. 2011]. Apparently, one or more unidentified contextual
determinants are interacting in a way that leads to different levels of effectiveness for the
selected document fields (e.g. abstract vs. text body).

4

Experimental Setup

From the available research, one can conclude that when differences in ideas, scenarios,
and evaluations become too large, this will likely lead to results being difficult to
reproduce. However, it is unknown how large differences can be before being "too large"
and which determinants are responsible for different results. For instance, we might know
that different datasets affect reproducibility, but not which features of the datasets are
responsible (e.g. the number of items in the datasets, the features of the items, or the
characteristics of the users from which the items are from). Additionally, in the majority
of research, more than one variable was changed at a time. For instance, in some of the
TechLens evaluations, both user populations and recommendation approaches were
changed. Hence, it is unknown, which of these two factors caused the change in outcome
and to what extent.
To explore the issue of reproducibility we conducted the following experiments:
1.
2.

We varied the recommendation scenarios (and kept using the same
implementations and evaluation methods).
We varied the implementations (while using the same scenario and evaluation
methods).

We conducted the experiments with the news article recommender system Plista2 and the
research-paper recommender system of Docear [Beel, Langer, Genzmehr and Nürnberger
2013a; Beel, Langer, Gipp, et al. 2014].
Plista is an advertisement platform that delivers news recommendations to its partners.
In 2013, Plista hosted the RecSys News Challenge where participating teams received
recommendation requests from Plista, including information about the current users and
potential recommendation candidates. The teams generated recommendations in realtime (within 100ms) and sent them back to Plista. Plista then forwarded them to its
partners, i.e. news websites. We participated in the challenge in which a number of
recommendation approaches were evaluated. The algorithms ranged from recommending
the most popular news to content-based filtering and collaborative filtering. We expected
that well-performing approaches for one news website would also perform well on other
news sites3. Effectiveness was measured using precision in a "near-to-online" evaluation.
When Plista requested recommendations, Plista provided information, such as a list of
recommendations a user had seen before, and which recommendations the user had
previously clicked. We analyzed the stream of click events provided by Plista. When a
click event was received, we sent a request to one (or more) recommendation approaches
and asked for predictions of what articles the user would have clicked. The predicted
article lists were checked against the clicks observed in the online evaluation. We
computed precision by counting an answer as correct if the list of suggestions contained
the correct article. Based on this deﬁnition, the expected precision grows with the number
of suggestions in the predicted list. Compared to an online evaluation, this near-to-online
evaluation allowed us to benchmark several different approaches simultaneously,
enabling us to efﬁciently measure the effectiveness of different approaches and
2

http://plista.com
With “well-performing” we mean if one algorithm was the most effective on a particular news
site, it should be the most effective algorithm on other news sites, or at least should be among the
most effective.
3

parameters. For more details on the algorithms and the evaluation, refer to Lommatzsch
[2014a; 2014b].
Docear is an open-source desktop software for organizing references and PDFs [Beel
et al. 2011]. It is comparable to other reference managers, such as Zotero or Endnote.
While most academic reference managers use tables or social tags to manage PDFs and
references, Docear primarily uses mind-maps.Mind-mapping is a visual technique to
record and organize information and to develop new ideas [Holland et al. 2004]. Mindmaps consist of three elements: nodes, connections, and visual clues. To create a new
mind-map, users gather their ideas around a central concept that is stored in the root node
[Davies 2011]. Users then create sub-nodes that branch from the root node in the form of
child-nodes and sibling-nodes.

Figure 2: Screenshot of a mind-map in Docear4

Figure 2 shows a mind map used to manage academic PDFs and references in Docear.
Any annotations made in the PDFs (e.g. comments, highlighted text, and bookmarks) are
imported into the mind-map. Clicking the PDF icon opens the linked file. Docear extracts
metadata from PDF files (e.g. title and journal name), and displays metadata when the
mouse hovers over a PDF icon [Beel et al. 2010; Beel, Langer, Genzmehr and Müller
2013]. A circle at the end of a node indicates that the node has child nodes, which have
been collapsed – clicking the circle would unfold the node.
Since 2012, Docear has offered a recommender system for 1.8 million publicly
available research papers on the Web [Beel, Langer, Genzmehr and Nürnberger 2013a;
Beel, Langer, Gipp, et al. 2014]. When setting up Docear, users can choose if they want
to activate the recommender system, and if they want to provide information on their age
and gender. Recommendations are displayed as a list of ten research papers showing the
titles of the recommended papers (Figure 3). Clicking a recommendation opens the paper
in the user’s web browser. Recommendations are primarily created via content-based
filtering. This means that the recommender system analyses the user's mind-maps,
extracts the most frequently occurring terms (or citations), and recommends research
4
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papers that contain the same terms (or citations) as the user's mind-maps. The
recommender system randomly selects a number of variables each time recommendations
are created. For instance, the user-model size is selected randomly, so user models
sometimes contain as few as 10 terms and other times over 100 terms. By introducing
these variations, we could evaluate how differences in the algorithms affected the
effectiveness of content-based filtering in the same recommendation scenario.

Figure 3: Screenshot of Docear's recommendations5

In addition to the two CBF approaches (term-based and citation-based), we apply a
stereotype recommendation approach [Rich 1979]. Based on this approach, we generalize
that Docear users are researchers. Some users only use Docear for its mind-mapping
functionality and not its reference management capability, so this is not strictly true.
However, the nature of stereotyping is to generalize, and the majority of our users are
researchers. To give recommendations using the stereotype approach, we manually
compiled a list of research articles that we assumed to be relevant for researchers in
general, namely articles and books about academic writing. If the stereotype
recommendation approach is randomly chosen, the pre-compiled list of articles is
recommended. We chose the stereotype approach mainly as a baseline and to have an
approach that was fundamentally different from content-based filtering. For a detailed
overview of the recommender system's architecture and algorithms please refer to [Beel
2015; Beel, Langer, Gipp, et al. 2014; Beel, Langer, et al. 2015].
There are three types of Docear users: registered users, local users, and anonymous
users [Beel, Langer, Nürnberger, et al. 2013]. Local users chose not to register when they
install Docear. Consequently, they cannot use Docear’s online services, such as
recommendations or online backup. We have no further information about these users,
nor do we know how many local users there are. Registered users sign up with a
username, password, and email address and can use Docear’s online services. During the
registration process, these users are encouraged to provide information on their age and
gender. Between March 2012 and June 2014, around 1,000 users registered every month,
resulting in 24,689 registered users. Anonymous users decline to register but can still use
5
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some of Docear’s online services. In this case, Docear automatically creates a user
account with a randomly selected user name that is tied to a user’s computer. For
anonymous users, we have no information about gender or age. Anonymous users cannot
login on Docear’s website, but they can receive recommendations since their mind-maps
are transferred to Docear’s servers if they opt-in. Due to spam issues, anonymous user
accounts were deactivated in late 2013. Until then, 9,511 anonymous user accounts had
been created by non-spammers.
Our evaluation is based on 3,002 users who received 289,657 recommendations from
March 2013 to January 2014. Of these users, 38.62% were anonymous and 61.38% were
registered. Of the registered users, 33.17% were males, 6.42% were females, and 21.79%
declined to specify (see Figure 4, left chart). Based only on the users who specified their
gender, 16.22% were female and 83.78% were male (Figure 4, right). Of the registered
users who specified their age, most were between 25 and 34 years old (48.23%) (Figure
5).
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Figure 4: Gender distribution of Docear users

User Distribution

Evaluations in Docear are primarily based on click-through rate (CTR), i.e. the ratio of
displayed and clicked recommendations. For instance, if users A, B, and C saw 100, 200,
and 1,000 recommendations respectively, all created with the same algorithm, and User
A clicked seven recommendations, User B clicked 16, and User C clicked 300, then the
7+16+300
overall CTR of the algorithm would be
= 24.85% . In the past, researchers
100+200+1000
have criticized CTR as an evaluation metric, and have questioned the accuracy of
displaying only the title of recommended research articles. However, we found CTR
based on displaying the title was the most sensible metric for our evaluations [Beel and
Langer 2015].
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Figure 5: Age distribution of registered users who activated recommendations

We calculate CTRs for the overall average and different user segments, i.e. for different
gender and age groups. Note that the overall average includes all recommender-system

users, including those who did not specify their gender or age. This means, CTR of the
overall average might differ from the average of males and females or the average of
different age groups. For instance, when we report a CTR for males of 5% and for females
of 4%, then the overall average will not necessarily lie between 5% and 4%. Instead, the
overall average might be higher or lower because users who provided no age or gender
information might show a different behavior towards recommendations.

5

Results

The following subsections present the results of our experiments. Unless stated otherwise,
the results are statistically significant at the p-0.05 level using a two-tailed t-test. We are
publishing the dataset on which the current analysis is based so other researchers can
validate our analyses [Beel, Langer, Gipp, et al. 2014].
5.1

News recommendations in difference scenarios

Precision

We applied five news recommendation approaches in six scenarios, i.e. on six different
news websites6. The websites differed in many variables, such as the layout, the news
content, the devices on which the news was accessed, and the users themselves. Since
these differences are not marginal, we expected some variations in the effectiveness of
the five recommendation approaches when applied on the different news-websites.
However, since all websites where within the news domain, we expected that an approach
performing well on one news website would perform at least reasonably well on other
news websites. The results of our evaluation did not confirm our expectation (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Effect of different scenarios (news websites)

The "most popular" recommendation approach performed best on Cio.de (twice as well
as the second best approach) and Techchannel.de. However, the same approach
performed worst on Ksta.de (a precision of 0.01 compared to 0.28 for the best approach)
and Tagesspiegel.de. Content-based filtering performed best on Motor-Talk.de (twice as
effective as the second best approach), but second worst on Ksta.de.
5.2

Time of day

The effectiveness of the news recommendation approaches depended, among other
factors, on the time of day. For instance, on sport1.de, the "most popular sequence"
algorithm performed best between 4pm and 4am (Figure 7). At other times,
recommending the "most popular" news performed best. In addition, user-based CF
performed better than item-based CF between 12pm and 8pm. During the remaining
hours, item-based CF performed better than user-based CF. We observed similar
differences on the other news websites.

6

For more details on the algorithms and the evaluation, refer to Lommatzsch [2014a; 2014b].

Precision
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Figure 7: Impact of ‘time of day’ on effectiveness of recommendation approaches

5.3

Number of requested recommendations

Precision

Another factor that affected the news recommendation effectiveness was the number of
requested recommendations. On Ksta.de, user-based CF performed best when six
recommendations were requested (see Figure 8). However, if only one recommendation
was requested, item-based CF performed nearly twice as well as user-based CF. We
observed similar effects on most other news websites.
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Figure 8: Impact of number of recommendations on recommendation effectiveness

Unfortunately, we had had no access to further information on users or devices used. To
further explore the factors that affect recommender effectiveness, we next used Docear's
recommender system, which gave us access to user information.
5.4

Gender and age

In Docear, we applied three recommendation approaches, i.e. two content-based filtering
approaches (CBF) – one based on terms and one based on citations – and a stereotype
approach (cf. Section 4). On average, citation-based CBF performed best (CTR = 6.31%),
term-based CBF performed second best (CTR = 4.87%) and stereotype recommendations
came in last, although they were still reasonably effective (CTR = 4.05%).
In regard to gender, there was no significant difference among the users for the two
CBF approaches: citation-based CBF was more effective than term-based CBF for both
genders (Figure 9). However, there were significant differences in the effectiveness of the
stereotype approach. While males had an average CTR of 5.34% for stereotype
recommendations, females had an average CTR of 0.81%.

We performed the same analysis for different age groups but could not find any
significant differences between the approaches’ effectiveness.
These results show that recommender effectiveness differs depending on the user
population. This finding is perhaps unsurprising, but its implication is that if the three
approaches were evaluated in any scenario with a different gender ratio than in the Docear
scenario, the average effectiveness of the stereotype recommendations is no longer
reproducible.
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Figure 9: Effect of recommendation approaches and gender

5.5

User-model size & feature-type

CTR

The effectiveness of the CBF approaches also depended on user-model size. User-model
size denotes the number of terms (or citations) extracted from the user’s mind maps to
express the user’s interests. For instance, a user model with a user-model size of ten would
contain the ten most frequent terms that occur in a user’s mind-maps. Any additional
terms in the user’s mind-maps would be ignored for identifying recommendations.
Limiting a user model to a certain size is a common approach, because too many terms
in a user model can introduce noise into the recommendation process.
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Figure 10: Effect of user-model size (terms and citations)

For Docear’s recommendation approaches, the optimal user-model size varied depending
on the feature type, i.e. for user models consisting of terms a different user model size
was optimal than for user models consisting of citations (Figure 10). For term-based CBF
the optimal user-model size was between 25 and 74 terms (CTR = 5.93%). For citationbased CBF, the optimal user-mode size was 250 and more citations (CTR = 4.19%).
5.6

User-model size and user characteristics

The optimal user-model size did not only depend on the feature type, but also on the age
of the users (Figure 11).
For users aged 20 to 29, the optimal user-model size was smaller (between 10 and 24
terms) than for the overall average (between 25 and 74 terms). For all other age groups,

the same user-model size was optimal as for the overall average (25 – 74 terms). CTRs
were generally higher for older users compared to the overall average CTR. Additionally,
for younger users, a user-model size between five and nine terms achieved a CTR that
was nearly as good as the optimum CTR of the user model size of 10 – 24 terms. We can
only speculate about the reasons, but younger users might use a more restricted
terminology, so fewer terms describe their information needs sufficiently. Or, older users
might be doing more interdisciplinary work, so more terms are needed to describe their
information needs comprehensively.
We performed the same analysis for males and females and found no significant
difference in the CTR.
CTR
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Figure 11: Effect of user-model size (age)

5.7

Duration of use

CTR

Recommendation effectiveness also depended on the duration of use of Docear (and its
recommender system). New Docear users, who received recommendations in the first
month after registration, had an average CTR of 6.01% (Figure 12). In the second and
third month after registration, CTR decreased to 4.11% and on average remained between
4% and 5% in the following months.
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Figure 12: Effect of usage duration and user age on CTR

Looking at the age groups revealed more information. For younger users, aged 20 to 29,
CTR continuously decreases over time, down to 1.53% when Docear was used for 7
months or more. For older users (50+), CTR initially decreases, but then increases again
to 7.79%. This means, in a scenario with primarily older users, Docear’s term-based CBF
approach could be considered effective, since CTR tends to increase over time. In a
scenario with primarily younger users, using Docear’s approach would not be effective
because CTR decreases over time. These observations show that the effectiveness of

recommendation algorithms are – as to be expected – situation-dependent and that user’s
age and usage duration are just two more determinants that should be clearly specified
by researchers when evaluating recommendation systems.
5.8

Recommendation trigger

CTR

Docear has two methods by which recommendations are triggered, i.e. generated to be
shown to users [Beel, Langer, Genzmehr and Nürnberger 2013b]. First, Docear displays
recommendations automatically every five days when Docear starts. Second, users can
explicitly request recommendations at any time.
On average, CTR for requested recommendations was around twice that of
automatically shown recommendations (8.28% vs. 3.88%). For automatically displayed
recommendations, there was no significant difference between male and female users –
CTR for each group was slightly over 4% (Figure 13). However, there was a significant
difference for requested recommendations. CTR for recommendations requested by
females was only slightly higher than for automatically displayed recommendations
(5.94% vs 4.57%). For males, CTR was more than twice as high (9.50% vs. 4.27%).
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Figure 13: Effect of recommendation trigger method (automatic vs. requested) and
user gender on CTR

These results have at least two implications. First, the trigger method by which
recommendations are delivered makes a significant difference – in this case, especially
for males. Second, in spite of what has been indicated by previous results, males do not
generally have higher click-through rates than females. Instead, males only have higher
CTRs for requested recommendations.
CTR for the two trigger methods differed also by age (Figure 14). For automatically
displayed recommendations, there was a positive correlation between user age and CTR
– the older the users, the higher the CTR tended to be. Young users, aged 20 to 29, had
an average CTR of 2.42%, while older users, aged 50+, had an average CTR of 6.61%.
However, for requested recommendations there was no clear trend for the different user
age groups. Apparently, users of all ages have similar interest in recommendations when
they explicitly request them, but not when recommendations are shown automatically.
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Figure 14: Effect of recommendation trigger and user age

5.9

Labeling7

CTR

By default, Docear labels its recommendations with the text “Free research papers”
(Figure 3). Recently, we researched whether different labels affect click-through rates
even if the recommendation approaches remained identical [Beel, Langer and Genzmehr
2013]. For each user, Docear randomly selected a label implying that the
recommendations were organic (“Free research papers”), commercial (“Full-text
research papers (Advertisement)”), or no label was assigned. Click-through rates were
highest for no label and, unsurprisingly, CTR for organic labels was higher than for
commercial labels.
When we repeated the analysis but distinguished between males and females the results
were different (Figure 15). For males, recommendations with no label achieved the
highest CTR. In contrast, for females organic recommendations achieved the highest
CTR. It was also interesting that males had higher CTRs for commercial than for organic
recommendations.
This analysis shows that the results of our previous paper would not be reproducible
in scenarios with a different user population. While it might be sensible to use no label in
scenarios with primarily male users, scenarios with primarily female users should use a
label that indicates the organic nature of the recommendations.
We performed the same analysis for different age groups and found no significant
differences in the CTR.
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Figure 15: Effect of the labeling of recommendations on CTR
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Please note that the results of this section are not statically significant, and a further analysis based
on more data is required.

6

Discussion & Conclusions

Our analysis shows that minor changes in the experimental setup – i.e. in recommendation
scenarios, approaches, or evaluations – may lead to unpredictable variations in the
effectiveness of recommendation approaches. Consequently, the examples of apparently
not reproducible experiments that we found in the literature (cf. Section 1) seem plausible
to a large extent. Nevertheless, we do not advocate for accepting the current state as “just
the way things are”. On the contrary, we are confident that today’s degree of
reproducibility in recommender-systems research can be increased significantly.
To make recommender-systems research more reproducible, we suggest seven actions
that we outline in the following sections8.
6.1

Survey and learn from other research fields

In the medical sciences, social sciences, and natural sciences the issue of reproducibility
has already been discussed and analyzed in depth [Collaboration and others 2015; Deyo
et al. 1991; Downing 2004; Flyvbjerg 2001; Hoeymans et al. 1997; McNutt 2014;
Rothwell and Martyn 2000; Schmidt 2009]. Even in information retrieval and machine
learning, significant efforts have been made to standardize evaluations and ensure
reproducibility [Castilho and Gurevych 2011; Guyon and Elisseeff 2003; Hawking et al.
1999; Sonnenburg et al. 2007; Voorhees 2005]. This does not mean that these disciplines
have provided the ultimate answers to ensuring reproducibility. However, the work that
has been done might be helpful for the recommender-system community. Therefore, we
suggest to conduct a thorough literature review on reproducibility in other research
disciplines to learn how their findings can help in accomplishing the following actions.
6.2

Find a common understanding of reproducibility

The recommender-system community needs to agree on a common understanding of how
important reproducibility is, and what degree of reproducibility we want (and can)
achieve. This agreement should be based on a discussion involving large parts of the
recommender-system community. This, in turn, requires raising the awareness of
reproducibility. To raise the awareness, there are numerous options. Workshops about
reproducibility, such as RepSys [Bellogin et al. 2014], should be continued and extended.
Conferences and journals should place more emphasis on reproducibility when reviewing
articles. Leading figures in our community could advocate the importance of
reproducibility, and text-books and lectures about recommender systems should cover the
topic of reproducibility in more detail.
We are confident that the community will agree on the fundamental importance of
reproducibility, and that the current state of ensuring reproducibility can be improved.
However, even if difficulties in reproducing experimental results were to be accepted as
“just the way things are”, many questions need to be answered. Assuming that “there is
no better way than to test and optimize a number of alternatives”, then how should a
number of promising alternatives be determined? Judging by the research papers we
surveyed, researchers must not only consider a few promising alternatives for generating
research-paper recommendations; but instead they must consider all alternatives, because
8
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each approach was most effective in at least one evaluation [Beel 2015; Beel, Gipp, et al.
2015]. Can it be that researchers in need of a baseline should just pick a few approaches
randomly?
Assuming a few promising approaches were identified, how should they be optimized?
There is no list of variables that might be worth optimizing, and even if there was, there
would be dozens of variables, each with dozens or even hundreds of possible values that
would require testing. How can a researcher or a provider of a recommender system
perform these optimizations in a reasonable amount of time? In addition, recommender
systems change over time. What does this mean for the provider of a recommendersystem who wants to use an effective recommendation approach? Would the provider
have to reevaluate the alternative recommendation approaches every time items are added
to the recommendation corpus, when new users register, or when minor features of the
recommender system are changed? Finally, why would we continue performing
evaluations at all, if they do not help in predicting recommendation effectiveness in other
scenarios?
6.3

Identify and understand the determinants affecting reproducibility

It is known that differences in recommendation scenarios, approaches, and evaluations
affect recommendation effectiveness and hence reproducibility. However, it remains
mostly unknown what differences affect recommendation effectiveness how strong, and
why. Therefore, the community needs to identify and understand the determinants that
affect reproducibility.
With respect to recommendation approaches, the number of variables affecting
reproducibility is rather limited. For instance, standard content-based filtering approaches
could differ by the feature type (terms, n-grams, citations, …), the document field from
which the features are extracted (title, abstract, body, …), the weighting scheme (TF, TFIDF, …), user-model size (1, 2, 3, …), and a few additional variables. Identifying all
variables is probably a manageable task. Evaluating the impact of the variables, and which
of the variables’ parameters (or range of parameters) is most effective would be more
challenging but probably still manageable (as long as interactions between variables are
ignored).
With respect to recommendation evaluations, the number of variables seems
manageable as well. There are only three major evaluation methods (user studies, online
evaluations, and offline evaluations), each with some variations (e.g. real-world and lab
user studies) and some evaluation metrics. We are confident that with some more research
and discussions, the community will be capable of understanding the differences of the
evaluation methods and metrics and defining evaluation standards that contribute to
greater reproducibility.
With respect to recommendation scenarios, the number of variables seems larger and
more difficult to measure than for recommendation approaches and evaluations. For
instance, a user population alone could vary by age, gender, profession, religion,
nationality, education, income, language, country of residence, and many factors more
(we began investigating this issue for Docear’s users, cf. Langer and Beel [2014]). The
recommendation corpus could vary by many different factors as well, for instance to take
the example of research papers: the number of papers in the corpus, the papers’ page
count, citation counts, language, discipline, and so on. The devices used to access the
recommender system can vary (e.g. desktop, tablet, or mobile) along with the operating
systems and software programs in which the recommender systems are embedded. In
addition, user interfaces would be very difficult to formally describe. We consider this

variety of variables and parameters in the recommendation scenarios as a huge research
challenge that will likely only be contained in some dimensions; however, any progress
made will contribute to higher reproducibility of future research.
Another major challenge lies in the interactions between variables. With no
interactions, several hundred or thousand variables would have to be analyzed, each with
maybe a few dozens or hundreds of potential values. However, considering interactions
among the hundreds or thousands of variables leads to millions of potential combinations
that would require analysis. Hence, aiming at understanding these interactions is a
mammoth task with uncertain outcome.
6.4

Conduct more comprehensive experiments

We suggest that researchers conduct experiments that are more comprehensive. This
implies that researchers vary the parameters of their recommendation approach and use,
for instance, different user-model sizes and weighting schemes. Ideally, they would also
use different evaluation methods and metrics, and vary the scenario in which they apply
the recommendation approach. “Varying the scenario” does not necessarily mean to
explicitly modify a scenario or applying a recommendation approach in truly different
scenarios (though this certainly would be preferable). It might be sufficient to do the
analyses for different user groups (e.g. age groups or gender), which, in turn, would
require large user groups to arrive at statistically significant results.
Conducting experiments that are more comprehensive would be beneficial in two
ways. First, it would help identifying the optimal configuration of a recommendation
approach. As long as researchers randomly choose parameter values, for example the
user-model size, the effectiveness of their approach and meaningfulness of their
evaluation will probably be suboptimal. Currently, selecting a random user-model size is
common practice, at least in the domain of research-paper recommender systems [Beel,
Gipp, et al. 2015]). Second, it would help to understand the underlying determinants that
are affecting reproducibility (cf. Section 6.3). If, for instance, all recommender-system
researchers in the past had published details on the gender of their users, we would
probably have a much better understanding today on whether and how gender affects
recommendation effectiveness.
6.5

Modernize publication practices

We propose to modernize the current publication practices in two ways.
First, more details about recommendation approaches, scenarios, and evaluations have
to be reported in publications. Our results showed that variables, such as user-model size
and user population, may affect recommendation effectiveness by a factor of two and
higher. Consequently, we consider it essential that all variables that authors are aware of
are disclosed in the publications. Researchers trying to reproduce the experiments should
not be left to guess the variables. This could lead to significant differences in
recommendation effectiveness, and hence the experimental results would not be
reproducible. It might seem like an obvious demand that researchers should publish all
relevant details about their recommendation approaches, scenarios, and evaluations.
However, at least in the domain of research-paper recommender systems, most authors
provide only superficial information and, for instance, do not report details on user-model
size or the user population [Beel, Gipp, et al. 2015]. Publishing more details might require
publishers to loosen page limits, particularly for conference submissions.

Second, data described in the publication needs to be made available. A scientific
publication is only the summary of the research performed, or as Buckheit and Donoho
[1995] put it: an “advertisement” for the actual research. To fully understand and
reproduce the research, more information than just the publication is needed. When it
comes to recommender systems, this supplementary data can include the source code of
the recommendation approach, or a ready-to-run software library for a recommendation
framework. It can also include the datasets used in the evaluation, calculations, and raw
data from the data analysis tools (SPSS, R, Excel, etc.). This also means that new methods
for reviewing and publishing additional data are required. Innovations such as Elsevier’s
"Executable Paper" might be one option to combine a normal publication with additional
data and functionality [Koers et al. 2013].
6.6

Foster the development and use of recommender-system frameworks

Publishing ready-to-run implementations for recommender-systems frameworks would
certainly be a great advancement for the recommender-system community. However, the
current state of recommender-system frameworks faces two problems.
First, a comprehensive overview of the existing frameworks is missing. Currently,
there is more than a dozen recommender-system (evaluation) frameworks: LensKit
[Ekstrand, Ludwig, Kolb, et al. 2011], recommenderlab [Hahsler 2011], EasyRec,
Mahout, MyMediaLite [Gantner et al. 2011], LibRec [Guo et al. 2015], Duine, RiVaL
[Said and Bellogin 2014], and TagRec [Kowald et al. 2014] are just some of them.
Finding the best framework for one’s purpose is a time consuming task due to a missing
overview of the frameworks’ strengths and weaknesses. Consequently, we suggest that
the community create a comprehensive overview of the existing recommendation
frameworks.
Second, most frameworks are developed by rather small groups. Consequently, many
frameworks might not provide all features that researchers require or the frameworks may
be no longer maintained. For instance, Duine and EasyRec are not maintained any more,
and when we implemented a recommender system for our reference manager Docear
[Beel, Langer, Genzmehr and Nürnberger 2013a; Beel, Langer, Gipp, et al. 2014], we
chose to develop our own proprietary solution because none of the frameworks fulfilled
our needs. Admittedly, we had very special needs, as we wanted to create user models
based on mind-maps, which is a unique recommendation scenario. Nevertheless, given
the importance of recommender-system frameworks, we advocate that measures are taken
to ensure the long-term sustainability and make recommender frameworks more
powerful. How these measures should look like could be discussed by the community.
6.7

Create and establish best-practice guidelines

Once, the previous steps have been completed, best-practice guidelines should be created.
These guidelines should cover how to conduct recommender-systems evaluations,
including instructions on which evaluation methods and metrics to use, which parameters
to vary, and how to vary them, how to formally describe recommendation scenarios, how
to report the results in publications, which data to publish in addition to a “normal”
publication, and which recommender-system frameworks should be used. Equally
important will be to ensure that reviewers judge how stringent the authors of submitted
papers followed the best-practice guidelines.

7

Summary

In the field of recommender-system research, experimental results are often difficult to
reproduce: similar recommendation scenarios, approaches, or evaluations lead to large
and unexpected differences in experimental results. This unpredictability is attributable
to the large number of contextual determinants that heavily influence the outcome of
recommender-systems evaluations.
Our research goal was to obtain ideas what determinants might affect reproducibility
of experimental results. To achieve the goal, we experimented with the news
recommender system Plista and our research-paper recommender system of Docear.
More precisely, we a) varied the recommendation scenarios and kept using the same
implementations and evaluation methods, and b) varied the recommendation approaches
and kept the same scenarios and evaluation methods.
Recommendation scenarios varied in our experiments, among others, by the time of
the day, recommendation labels, users’ gender and age, number of requested
recommendations, and the duration and intensity with which the recommender system
was used. All these variables had an impact on recommendation effectiveness and hence
the reproducibility of experimental results. In some cases, the variations in the scenarios
led to very strong variations in the effectiveness. For instance, stereotype
recommendations performed much better for males (CTR = 5.34%) than for females
(CTR = 0.81%). Recommendations explicitly requested by users had CTRs twice as high
as automatically displayed recommendations – but only for males. For females, CTR
remained about the same. For young users, the effectiveness of content-based filtering
constantly decreased the longer the users were using the system. For older users, the
effectiveness remained stable or even increased over time. When multiple variables
among the scenarios differed, the effectiveness of a recommendation approach became
unpredictable. For instance, the "most popular" recommendation approach performed
best on Cio.de but worst on Ksta.de. Content-based filtering performed best, by far, on
Motor-Talk.de, but second worst on Ksta.de. Depending on the time of the day, the
effectiveness of recommendation approaches sometimes even completely changed.
Between 12pm and 8pm, user-based CF performed better than item-based CF. During the
remaining hours, it was the opposite (item-based CF performed better than user-based
CF).
Recommendation approaches varied in our experiments by the feature type (terms or
citations) and user model size. A CBF approach based on citations was more effective
than a CBF approach based on terms. In addition, the user model size had a strong impact.
For term-based CBF, a user model size of 25–74 terms was around twice as effective as
1–4 terms (CTR of 5.93% vs. 2.96%). Most researchers would probably expect intuitively
that recommendation effectiveness depends on user-model size and feature type.
However, to our knowledge, it has not been shown empirically how strong the differences
are, at least not in the field of research-paper recommender systems. Again, these
examples show that minor variations may lead to large discrepancies in the
recommendation effectiveness. Consequently, as long as not all details of a
recommendation approach are known, estimates about the effectiveness will be subject
to high uncertainty.
Recommendation evaluations were not the subject to our current research. However,
based on our previous research [Beel and Langer 2015] and current literature review, we
conclude that differences in evaluation methods and metrics may lead to different
assessments in recommender effectiveness, and hence to difficulties in reproducing
experimental results.

We further found that the variables in the recommendation scenarios (e.g. age) and the
approaches (e.g. user-model size) interrelated with each other and hence affected
recommendation effectiveness and reproducibility. For instance, the optimal user model
size depended on the users’ age. For users age 20 to 29, the optimal user-model size was
smaller (between 10 and 24 terms) than for the other age groups (between 25 and 74
terms). Whether age directly affects the optimal user model size remains speculation. It
could be that there are some other determinants that are responsible for the effect and that
correlate with age.
Our results demonstrate the challenge of achieving reproducibility in recommendersystems research. When minor variations in recommendation approaches, scenarios and
evaluations lead to major changes in the recommendation effectiveness, it becomes
difficult to reproduce research results. Some researchers accept these difficulties as “just
the way things are”. Others, including ourselves, believe that the current state of
reproducibility in recommender-system research leaves room for significant
improvement. Improving the status quo will be a gradual journey given the large task at
hand. Nevertheless, we want to encourage the community to tackle this challenge by
partaking in the following actions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Surveying and learning from other research fields
Finding a common understanding of reproducibility
Identifying and understanding the factors that affect reproducibility
Conducting more comprehensive experiments
Adjusting publication practices
Fostering the development and use of recommender-system framework
Creating and establishing best-practice guidelines

We are confident that by pursuing these actions, reproducibility of recommender-systems
research can be enhanced. This, in turn, would ease future research, increase the value of
individual research contributions, and support the operators of recommender systems who
seek the most effective recommendation approaches for their use case.
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